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We release numerous updates on our software in order to keep
MachForm at the cutting edge of the software market. Until now,

updating MachForm has been somewhat manual. We use the NOSQL
approach to updating each component of the MachForm stack. We are
also using the new MongoDB approach to update MachForm, so update
procedures shouldnt be needed going forward. However, after using the
NOSQL approach to upgrading the two previous versions of MachForm,
we discovered a minor problem that required a major upgrade. We had
to change the name of the data folder and hardcode the folder name. In

other words, the new data folder is named data, with an exact path.
Until now, we only had to hardcode the hash, and from here on out, the
MachForm data folder hash will match the one of MachForm 19.9. Thats

the next step towards the production site. MachForm is used by
thousands of companies around the world, across a wide range of

industries, for a variety of products and services. We use it in our own
businesses, as well as for many large, public sites, such as MSN, HP,
Financial Times,and Microsoft. We also use it for sites hosted on Get

Free Hosting , the worlds most popular self-hosted web hosting service.
MachForm's services are used across the globe. We ship MachForm to
customers around the world - this includes CDjuice , our own provider

of web design services. We work with Google ( WPSiteBuilder ) and Mail
Chimp ( Email Marketing ) to provide customised services for both

customers and their marketing teams.
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outputs the
rendered page.

Each section in the
templates directory
should be labeled
with its name. All

fields should have a
class machformsub
missionforminput.
The class machfor

msubmissionformin
put elements are
the main "magic"

elements that
MachForm will use
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to submit your
data. As previously
stated, MachForm

will have a
numbered id. This

id becomes the
alias in the

machform folder.
For example, the
number 202 will

become "registry.m
achform.com" as
will the number

203. The MachForm
themes are the
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best the
machforms had to
offer and youll be
the envy of your

web designers with
the awesome and

unique grid
machform builder.

The texture is
glossy, the colors
are bright and the
overall feel of the

machform is
amazing. If you

have never used a
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MachForm before, I
would highly

recommend that
you try the demo

for a trial run. If you
would like to use
this version of the

application in a
production

environment, that's
ok too. Please sign
up on the next beta
list by emailing bet
a@machform.com

with your name and
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email address and
any questions.

Notice the first line
of machform.ini

reads:
$ROOT/machform,
which directs the

#MachForm
Production: menu
to the machform

folder. If your
machform.ini isnt
located in the root
of the machform
folder, just add it.
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While MachForm is
not as robust as the

paid version, you
can still customize

your form to fit
your needs. For

example, you can
set up fields that

are required or not
required, and you
can make them

necessary or not.
Another example of

the more robust
features that are
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included in the paid
version, is a full

HTML5 native drag
and drop feature
and you can even
perform a Custom

Form Build.
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